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Pre & poweramplifier. Rated at l2owSohm
inade by: Luxman Corp., tapan
supplied by: IAG 0nternational Audio GrouD), U{
Telephone: Ol4aO 447700
Web: www.iaguk.com; www.luxman.com

PHEIP OWER AMPTIFIER

Prices: !6995 (each)

Luxman C-700u/M-700u
Celebratory models should commemorate the past: Luxman's all-analogue C-700u
pre and M-700u power amp mark the company's 90th birthday with retro attitude
Review: Ken Kessler Lab: Paul Miller
sub-genre that lascinates me is
'Once-Revered Brands Still Around
But Seemingly Doing Little'. The
list is long, and filled with lamiliar
names that have all but dropped off the
radar. One which has always charmed me
but never seemed to regain jts prominence
of a few decades ago is Luxman. Not
surprisingly, the past is what the new

C-700u preamplifier and M-7OOU power
amplifier - E6995 apiece - are all about in
Luxman's 9oth year.
While Luxman offers plenty of digital
products, including standalone DACS and
the D-06u SACD/CD player to match this
pair, the C-700u and M-7oou unashamedly
recallthe era before 1983, when CD
changed everything. Despite the inclusion
of remote control and a fluorescent dlsplay,
the C-700u, if transported back in time,
would not cause anyone in '77 to feel as
if they'd glimpsed the future. As for

the

[,4-700u, it could have been styled at any

point in the 1970s/1980s.

I,IIXMAN'S MINIMAI,ISM
What I think what we're seeing is either
a backlash against the current flood ot
preamps with on-board DACS, or Luxman's
recognition of a subset of audiophiles who
love the relative simplicity of a linelevelonly preamplifier with no concessions to
internal digital processing. As for phono,
there's no matching unitperse, but
Luxman does have the physically smaller
E-200 phono equaliser in its line-up.
This minimalism and/ortraditionalism
goes for the M-700u as well. lt is a Class A/B
design of the sort that defined the original
powerhouses of the'70s - look elsewhere
for pre or even power amps with direct
digital inputs. lts meters are analogue. Only
the option of balanced inputs would have
been considered outrd back in the day.
As a result of this anachrophilic
stance, which is wholly appropriate for an
RIGHT: The C-700u's corc cirEuitry is trickled
dolvn from the flagship C€00u preamp,
includi E the IECLA I OOO voluilE cofltrol vrrhich
ures bank of lOdB and ldB attenuato.s
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anniversary, the pair competes with other

purist holdouts from, say, DAgostino, but
at much higher price points. The choice
ot linelevel-only preamps and power
amps free ol direct diqital inputs will only
decrease as time goes by, especially it
companies like Linn have
their way. lndeed, the
Scottish firm recently

decreed the conventional
preamp to be 'dead'lsee
News, HFN Aug '151.

Consider first the 440x I 30x430mm
(whd) C-7OOu stereo preamp. lt employs
Luxman's fourth-generation ODNF (Only
Distoft ion Negative Feedback) circuit,
directly coupled to what it calls'the LECUA
1O0O attenuator circuit'. This comes lrom
the flagship C-900u, a
super-precise volume
control for deliciously
fine level setting. To
ram home the retro
element, the unit also
offers bass and treble
tone controls and even

'Luxman isn't coy
aboutthe "wow
factor" of its
twrnVU meters'

As far as I'm
concerned - and I
become less of a purist
as I grow older - with these units, Luxman
is pertorming a service lor all who have
legacy hardware, or who prefer to use
only specialised, separate standalone units
for streaming, music-via-server, CD, AV or
other sources and formats, and devices
with line outputs. Back to the future...?

trrtrt

a'loudness'control.
Despite the clean fascia, the C"700u can
control a complex set-up. Filling the rear
panel are the requisite RCA and XLR sockets
to accommodate seven linelevel inputs,
five single-ended and two balanced. Linelevel outputs include two single-ended and
two balanced, while the unit also provides
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monitoring through single ended record
input/output terminals. The C 700u can be
integrated into an AV system, and there are
two remote output terminals for integrated
system control.
Lest you fear that attachment to the
pasr mighr deprive you of puri5L ta(ilities
we now take for granted, the unit also
features a'ljne straight'button to bypass
the tone controls, while those sensitive to
absolute polarity will welcome the phase
selection for the balanced inputs.
Despite the lack of a phono section,
the rear also contains an earthjng post.
Monitoring all of this, the display shows

selected source and volume level, as well
as the activation of loudness,'line straight'
mode. ouLput mode (balanced. srngle
ended, record or external preamp), standby
and polarlty inversion. But, aah, the
perils of not reading an owner's manual:
apparently, I missed a rather coolfeature of

the hand-held. There is a'zoom'facility on
the remote so the otherwise small display
can be read at a distance.
Standing 440x 190x427mm (whd) and
weighing just over 27k9, the matching
l\,4-700u stereo power amplifier is rated
by the factory at 120w8ohm and
21ory4ohm [see PNA 's lab repoft, p39],

but

this brand has been around since 1925, it has the distinction of being one ol
the world's oldest- Founded as the Lux Corporation in lapan, initially as the radio
department of an Osaka store that imported picture lrames, it quickly tound its
niche manufacturing radios in .lapan to serve a market that was otherwise reliant
on costly imports from the USA and Europe. Lux soon began producing in-house
parts, acquiring a reputation for superior transformers that it retains to this day.
Under the Luxman banner, it becam€ a {orce in high-end audio separates in the
1970s-'80s, notable for championing valves belore the revival took hold, and for
clever turntables with vacuum hold-down. Now under the aegis of lnternational
Audio Group, owner of Quad and Wharfedale, the future looks bright for the
reinvigorated brand, which has never let quality slip. Appropriately, Luxman's
tagline of 'Ultimate Fidelity'has been in use since 1925,
As

o

ABOVE: Styling, fit and finish ooze'luxury'a5
the name has always implied, while controls ar€
comprehensive yet avoiding clutter. Meters are a
nice touch, as is the p€amp'sdisplay

it can also be bridged to mono with a flick
of a switch on the rear panel. This turns it
into a meaty amp, rated at 420w8ohm.
Its vintage-style illuminated analogue
VU meters show a real-time indication of
signal level for each channel. Luxman isn't
coy about the 'wow'factor this affords,
saying that they provide'both a satrsfyrng
visual accompaniment to the music and a
useful guide to how hard the amp i5 being
pushed. And lm a sucker lor meters...
Also modern rather than retro are the
comically massive speaker terminals that
are fitted to the back panel. They dominate

the

RCA and balanced XLR inputs, the
switches for selecting stereo/mono and
phase inversion, and inputs for integration

with custom installations.

#

rT's Lux, MAN

While not deliberate, we matched the
cost of the Luxman combination with the
relative costs of the speakers. The pair fed
both the Focal Sopra No2 lsee p28]and
Pl\,4's B&W 802 Diamonds with prices close
to the Luxman f 14k total. Wire was DPA, {)
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When asked why did l-uxman chose
to issue an analogue, line"level-only
preamp to mark the firm's 90th
anniversary, President of Luxman
Corporation, Kazuyuki Doi-san,
explained that, 'ln order to make
the digital input reach the high level
of expressive performance we strive
for, many extremely high-grade
parts are r€quired. ln addition, if
an analogue circuit is located near
a digital circuit, they interlere
with each other's performance. At
present, we continue to separate

products in the analogue and

digital domains to maximise the

ABOVE: Two pairs of high<urrent output transistors are mounted on each channel's heatsink and
supplied via Luxman's 'Ultimate Efficiency Power Transformer' - an El type rated at 55OVA

and balanced connections were made with
Crystal Cable's Absolute Dream. source was
the Oppo BDP-105D player.

craving superbly-recorded, fam jliar
vocals and vibrant piano, a track I've known
for over 40 years kicked off the sessions.
Ringo Starr's greatest hits are available
on Photograph - the Very Best Of Ringo
lcapitouApple lapan UICY 76945 SHMCD], the superior-sounding SHM process
delivering an in-the-room experience

THOROUGHBRED STUTT
Neither was it overly lush in an
exaggerated, cod-valve manner. The sound
was open, clean, transparent, no haze
obscuring any of the atmosphere. The
Luxmans established a massive soundstage,

throughout'You're Sixteen'.
This rollicking 1972 remake of Johnny
Burnette's 1960 hit is
such a joyous affair that
one expects a system to
convey the sheer delight
in it... and this one does.

deliberately sound like solid-statel), while
Luxman has a long history of supporting
tubes. Thus, whether heard through the
sopra 2s or the 802 Diamonds, the Luxman
combo never seemed 'period transistor-y'.

extending around the speakers, with plenty
of information beyond
the edges, Another
characteristic - one I
adore - is the seemingly
contradictory ability
to create snap and

'The Luxmans
established a
massive extended
soundstaqe'

It flowed beautifully,
the iaunty rhythms
consistently liftinq the
spirits, but most notably
thanks to the intro: Nicky Hopkins' opening
piano salvo was as scintillating as the first
time I heard it in 1973, through ESS A[,4T4s.
This track also showed how diiferently
Focal and B&W voice their speakers, and
how the Luxman pair maintained its own
character with both. Without sailing offpiste with discourses on what may be an

imagined British-vs-French sound, I found

that the Luxman units possess traits that
one would associate as much with valves
with transistors.
A number ol brands do this, tailoring
solid'state products to emulate tubes
(though I know of no valve amps that

as

performance ol each.'
ln part, Luxman is addressing
a pro-analogue upswing, in not
quite a backlash against all-digital
systems. Doi-san feels that the level
of expression of which analogue
recordings are capable attracts
many people, 'Something that
digital music sources cannot match,
Another wonderful thing about
analogue is that the etfort you put
into building a system is directly
reflected in the quality of its sound.'
For Luxman, this is an enthusiast's
market, delivering great rewards
for those willing to put in the time.
The market is not huge, but Luxman
believes in it, and is determined
to introduce exemplary analogu€
products to support it. Fans will be
pleased with Luxman's commitment
to valves. Says the President,
'Vacuum tubes deliver a wonderfully
expressive sound. As long as we can
acquire high-quality tubes, we will
remain committ€d to producing
valve-based products alongside our

solid-state components,'

attack, without the
transients ever showing
aqqression or aftifice.
This was best heard in the superblyrecorded drumming as well as the amazing
bass playing of Klaus Voorman. Most
vividly on 'Only You', the just dry enough
percussion possessed such in-the-room
presence that I was treated to more
than a few of those magical frissons that
transport us momentarily into reverie. ln
'Photograph, the sax solo had per{ect
rasp, the orchestra so well-defined that
the listener could focus on any one of the
myriad instruments, from the strings to
Hopkjns' piano, with minimal effort.
This is thoroughbred stuff, and one has

to venture into much costlier
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Fitted with a sophisticated stepped attenuator (ten ldB steps
in series with seven 1odB steps). the C-700u's calibrated
volume is good to within 10.05d8 overthe top 6OdB of its
range and l0.3dB between -6odB and -80d8 (relay muting
is activated at -87d8).The C-700u also largely dete.mines
the'harmonic colour'ofthe pre/power combo lsee Craph 2,
belowl, offering a very uniform 0.01-0.012% from 5Hz-40kHz
(mainly 2nd/3rd hatmonic). Distortion does iocrease with
increasjng input (0.003%at 200mVto 0.025% at 2\'l and
output (0.002% at 200mVto 0.007% at lVand 0.0125% at
2V) so the overall level clearly also depends on the volume
{attenuato4 setting. Otherwjse noise isvery low (96dBA_wtd
S/N Etio, re.0dBV), the tesponse gentlytailored {-0.2dB/20kHz
and -4.3d8/100kHz)and the balanced output impedance just a

two balanced on
together with an extemal preamp input, taPe monitoring and four line outputs

.ABOVE: The pEamp (topl offers serren line inputs (five on RCA,
)CR)

(2 each on RcA and XLR). The polver amp (below) has huge 4mm sp€aker posts plus
balanced and singleended (RcA) inputs. The M-700u can be bridged as a mono amp

to acquire greater impact, command
or absolute refinement.
On another sHM-CD, The
Beach Boys'Greatest Hits [Capitol
lapan UICY 76948 sHM-CDl, with
'california 6irls' - one of their
finest sounding tracks - the upper
reaches were a touch brittle and
it sounded marginally cluttered
when the chorus kicks in. It was not

debilitating, and jt might have been
down to the recording, because the
bells and cymbals on'sloop lohn B'
rang clear, while the snappy bass
was nigh on pe ect.

IT'S A CI,ASSY PACKAGE
It was the same with the majestic

openinq to'Wouldn't lt Be Nice,'a
mix of thunderous impact yet with
again

-

an unusual brittleness to

the chiming. Either the Luxman is so

some of the linest harmonies ever
recorded, Luxman respected it all.
To assess their manner with the
lean and un-cluttered, lturned to
Eric Clapton's Sessio ns For Robert J
lReprise DVD 93624-897821. Both
'Four until Late' and'Ramblin' on
My Mind' are acoustic performances:
duets with clapton on acoustic and
Doyle Bramhall ll on steel string
To any lover of the blues in
awe of Robert lohnson, they were
near-religious in their intensity and
respectf ulness, conveyed through
visceral twanging and enough detail
to allow students of guitar to hear
every single pluck, strum or slide

fine reputation remaining intact. O

through a cluttered recording...
the sheer mass of, and foundation
created by, the bass on 'Cod Only
Knows'... the Theremin and bells
in'Cood Vibrations'. With each,

Dyn.nic Porcr oulpd

>
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output versus distortion into
8ohm (black trace),4ohm (red), 2ohm (blue) and
lohm (greenl. Maximum current is 17.6A

ABOVE: Dynamic power

performed by slowhand and his

for certain recordings and not
others. The latter should be palpable
nonsense, but don't be dismissive:
one can find systems that do the
opposite to these tracks.
So, back to the strengths. The
luxurjous and silky, Brian Wilson's
bass had suitably Fender-y twang
and presence, while the flashes of
lead guitar were rich and tangible.
The kick drum on 'Surfin'USA, the
cheesy organ, those Fender leads...
the prominent, bravura bass on'Help
Me, Rhonda,'standing proud even

PM

fellow wizard. No, I won't suggest
that you could hear the tick of EC's
wristwatch but the surfeit of detail
belied the sparseness of the session.

in'Surfer Cirl'were

'.lownload'button.

acoustic and Dobro.

revealing that it exposes weaknesses
in recordings, or it has an affinity

massed voices

little high at 287ohm.
The partnering M-700u poweramp has -1dB points of
2Hz-55kHz although the 0.02ohm output impedance, rising
to 0.07ohm/20kHz and 0.45ohm/l00kHz does encourage
a slightly earlier roll-off intotougher loads. Distortion is ako
very low at <0.003%from 20Hz-'lkHz but sesgentlyto
0.016%/20kHz (at low8ohml: ako increasing with outputto
0.006%at 100w. N/aximum output is 2x'l45Wand 2x250W
into 8/4ohm, increasing to 165W 315w and 551W into 8,4
and 2ohm loads under dynamic €onditions. Protection limits its
outputto 310q1ohm or lT.6AlseeCraph 1, belowl.
Readers mayvjew extensive QC Suitetest reports for
tuxman's C'700u preamp and M-700u power amplifier by
na\igalingto w1 w.hifineM.o.u/. and clicking on the red

This is a classy package, Luxman's

Frcqu.ncy

It's tough, trying not to be
swayed by my delight in seeing
Luxman back with a chance,
thanks to the muscle of its new
owners: but the product has to
do the talking. This combo does

everything a 'modern' Luxman
needs to attract new customers
who can live without frills and
those with fond memories of the
brand. E]4k is a lot to pay lor
nostalgia, but then the C-700u/
M-700u is a lot of amplifier,
Sound

0uality:
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ABOVE: THD versus extended frequency; C-7O0u (1V

out, black trace) and M-700u (10W/8ohm, blue trace)

Power output (<1s THD. 8/4ohm)

r65Wj315w/551W/310W

rreq- rerp. (20Hz.20kFz, c/M 700!)

+0.0

to

0.2d8 / +0.0to-0.l6dB

2ssmv/l03mV(baanced)
A-wtd s/N ratio (ror 0dBV/odBW)

96.4d8 {C700!) / 84.ldB (M.700u)

104W / 44sW (c'700u, rBw)

840/o

n " - - - - - -,100
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